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Home Classix

Easter has come and gone, the tree’s are changing colour, the smell of
smoke is lingering in the night air, mornings are getting colder and the
days shorter…..

is upon us.
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With load shedding being a permanent
threat at the moment, don’t get caught
without hot water for your hot beverages.
Keep a Home Classix vacuum jug, flask or
airpot, handy and as soon as you have
notification of the imminent area load
shedding, fill your flask/airpot or vacuum
jug with your hot water and be able to at
least enjoy your favourite hot beverage in
the dark. The Home Classix range has a
great range of different sizes, styles and
colours to meet your hot water needs.

Great news… our HD and Little Peeps
melamine are finally back in stock. So
sorry for the long delay, but for those
of you who have been desperately
and very patiently waiting, we are so
pleased to be able to say that all your
orders on back order, are being
fulfilled!

Also back in stock… our travel mugs.
We are delighted to have our “Bubbles”
and “En Route” Mugs in again.
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NoStik have been busy with their incredible innovation again. We are so
excited to be able to launch two new items to the ever, expanding range,
airfryer basket liners and an incredible bread loaf pan, for baking bread or
loaf cakes. Air fryers have, added a whole other dimension in the way that we
can cook. Imagine being able to add the air fryer liners to your airfryer and
have minimal cleaning to do. Winner! In a similar vein, baking a loaf of bread
and simply tipping it out of the no-stick bread pan with ease. Having tested
both of these items, we can safely say that both of these items are a WOW!
Look out for them on the shelves.

With the weather turning cold, the Luigi Bormioli range of thermic
double walled borosilicate glass, expresso, cappuccino and multi purpose mugs are a must. Made of borosilicate glass, the range is not
only highly resistant to thermal shock and is dishwasher safe, but the
vacuum area between the two walls, allows for thermal insulation and
prevents condensation on the outer surface of the vessel.
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As a result, the temperature of the hot or cold liquid, is maintained for
longer than that of other material such as porcelain or ceramic.

COMING
The Home Classix pocket hot water bottles flew off the
shelves but don’t fear, our next container is arriving

SOON

shortly.

With all that being said……..keep warm, wear your mask and take care.
Regards
Team AWG Trading
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